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About This Game

game Play

Hyper color ball is a casual, difficult game. The game-play mechanics are based on testing your focus and dexterity skills. With
a fast paced, upbeat soundtrack and a strong vibrant colours. Hyper color ball makes for a fantastic party game. You play as the

Hyper ball, try to not collide with the elements. Collect green balls which give you points and health boost.

color Beat

Hyper color ball uses our 'Color beat' system, the game tracks the frequency of the music and shifts the in-game colors
accordingly.

The Hyper ball will also change color depending on your health, watch out for the elements!

Hyper color ball was conceived during Castle game jam 2016!

Most Important features:

 Skins
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 Better color dynamic

 Achievements

 Audio player lite

 Add your music (wav or ogg)
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Title: Hyper color ball
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Czester16
Publisher:
Back To Basics Gaming
Release Date: 2 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 1,6 GHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: available

English
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hyper color ball. hyper color ball badge

Good game, nice and simple puzzler. Easy to learn the mechanics, later levels get pretty difficult.. Nice game with amazing
music !!! :D Just buy it !. Great portal-like puzzle game! For one dollar it's really worth a shot.
(Cool movie references btw). I got a couple of matches in the free demo, enjoyed it and bought it to get more features options.

Movement is good, there are three mech classes, light, medium and heavy with different weapons and abilities.
Havnt explored multiplayer to its full potencial yet but i feel there is a lot of fun to be had there.

So i decided id try the single player campaign.

During the intro when one first gets into the mech i was really excited, you have more precise control over the hands and arms,
moving your hands inside the cockpit causes the mechs arms to mimic the motions, you can punch things (missing from the
multiplayer i think) and one feels really powerful, i got the VR giggles which i havnt got in a long time.

Then the game starts and you notice that all the control you have is over the arms, guns and shields, the mech walks by itself,
singleplayer is a rail shooter :(

Im gonna give it a playthrough but i was dissapointed that single player has no free movement.

Singleplayer looks a bit nicer than the online mode, i cant put my finger on it precisely but i think resolution is lower in the
multiplayer variant for some reason, might be a bug.

Update:
Im on vive and i downloaded Methados controller bindnings and made two changes.

Now my controls are as follows:
Left touchpad for movement, click it to jump.
Right touchpad clicks for snap turning.
Grip buttons toggle shields on\/off on respective sides.
Top buttons change weapons.
Double click and hold on the right top button recenters HMD position.

With these settings the multiplayer is a lot nicer IMO.. This game is motorized Lego in a nutshell. Unlike other complecated
craft games, it's very easy to play. Keep in mind the game is still under development, so it's constantly changing! The developers
are very friendly and they're continuing to try new things. The only limit is your imagination.. BEST DLC EXPERIENCE I'VE
EVER HAD

felt awesome while looking back to the city on the bridge after saving everyone and taking my way back to the Capital
Wasteland :")

Oh, and don't even think about jumping off from the bridge :)))))
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The devs came through on real character customization! So i changed my review :). A tilting high-speed legend that is ruined by
stingy virgin not liscencing their livery, still worth getting.. even though the game design is beautiful, both graphics and plot wise
the game is a bit lacking, even tho that's completely personal opinion; mainly I got many problems saving and loading, it lags
with animations and between scene cuts. I tried to finish at least one route but it was almost impossible.. Everybody who likes
Bud & Terence will probably like this game. ;)
Fun gameplay, charming retro pixel graphics, awesome soundtrack

. If you enjoy invaders-style games, this one is a must. It's also quite funny.
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